Breaking the code of DNA binding by TAL (transcription activator-like) effectors led to a new, robust technology for genome engineering[@b1]. Similarly, the code of RNA recognition by PUF (Pumilio and FBF homology repeat) proteins has been discovered[@b2][@b3]. It is also expected that the complete code of RNA recognition by the PPR (pentatricopeptide repeat) proteins is to be discovered in the near future[@b4][@b5][@b6]. All of these proteins contain repeats of variable nucleic acid-binding domains. Engineering and defined organization of these repeats leads to predictable and highly specific nucleic acid binding. Such modular recognition of nucleic acids by PUF, TALE and PPR proteins offers numerous possibilities for gene editing and genome engineering in prokaryotes and eukaryotes[@b7][@b8].

Natural TALE DNA-binding repeats are in the size of approximately 100 nt (coding for 33 to 34 amino acids). The variation in the amino acid sequence of the TALE repeats occurs mainly at positions 12 and 13[@b9] and is designated as RVDs (**[R]{.ul}**epeat **[V]{.ul}**ariable **[D]{.ul}**iresidues). Subsequently, it was determined that each RVD recognizes a single base in the target sequence. The binding preferences of individual RVDs were established experimentally and computationally[@b1][@b10]. Following the initial discovery of TALE DNA-binding code, plasmid kits containing all the necessary parts to generate desired DNA-binding TALEs[@b11][@b12] made it easy for many labs around the world to use this technology without having to diverge from their budgets or acquire any specialized training. As one of these labs, we have incorporated TALEs in our research. We used the Golden Gate TALE assembly kit[@b11] and successfully generated various TALE DNA-binding domains with 12 to 18 bp nucleotide binding specificity in the pTAL2 vector supplied with the kit. Here we report difficulties of PCR amplification of repetitive DNA sequences from pure plasmid templates. Such difficulties were also observed by others including the developers of the Golden Gate Kit[@b11]. Since PCRs are only performed to identifiy succesfully assembled TALe repeats and all the assembly and downstream cloning procedures were only designed for restriction based or Gateway cloning, the designers of the kit probably did not have to solve the PCR amplification problems. They even see PCR generated laddering as an indicator of succesful assembly. It was speculated that the repetitive nature of the amplified fragment is likely the reason. However, in order to use the TALe/TALeN technology to its full potential, it needs to be compatible with the powerful PCR-based cloning methods. Until now, an effective solution for this problem has not been found and the molecular mechanism which leads to the generation of these artifacts remains elusive. We suggest models for why PCR amplifications across repetitive DNAs fail. We also describe how such difficulties could be reduced using certain polymerases, conditions, primers and compounds.

Results
=======

In order to generate a fusion construct for plant transformation and *in-planta* expression, we needed to sub-clone the assembled TALE DNA-binding domains in the pTAL2 vector (Golden Gate Kit, Addgene) targeting 12 to 18 bp DNA region in GFP-coding sequence for specific binding ([Supplementary Fig. 2](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) to a binary T-DNA plant transformation vector (pBAtS1, T. Berson and B. Ülker, unpublished, [Supplementary Fig. 3](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Due to the absence of convenient restriction sites flanking this fragment in the pTAL2 and desired in-frame fusions to our test proteins, we decided to PCR amplify these fragments using primers 534 and 535 which flank the repeats (See [Supplementary Table 1](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} for primers). However, amplification of the correct sized fragments failed. Instead, PCR amplification products ranging from 350 bp to several thousand base pairs were typically observed ([Fig. 1](#f1){ref-type="fig"}). Even the use of a non-proofreading but robust DNA polymerase, *Taq* (NE Biolabs) failed to amplify only the desired fragment ([Fig. 1](#f1){ref-type="fig"}). A laddering of amplification products below the expected size and also a heavy smear above it were observed. Interestingly, the smallest fragment for the laddering always started from 350 bp and appeared to be in the increments of 100 bp, corresponding to the approximate individual repeat size (80--96 bp).

To solve this issue, we tried to optimize the PCR mix. We followed the manufacturers\' troubleshooting suggestions for each polymerase separately, which included the addition of DMSO, the optimization of MgCl~2~ content or using special buffers for GC-rich templates. These compounds aim to either reduce the formation of secondary structures of the DNA template or increase the activity of the enzyme. None of these alterations significantly improved the amount of specific product (data not shown). Similarly, changes in cycling conditions, including high primer annealing temperatures to decrease unspecific primer-binding were not helpful. We could exclude that the pTAL2 vector backbone is part of the reason because the cut and gel-isolated fragment containing the TALE DNA-binding repeats also caused a similar laddering effect ([Supplementary Fig. 1C](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Likewise, we have observed such a laddering effect using other vector backbones containing similar TALE DNA-binding repeats ([Supplementary Fig. 1A and B](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). We could also exclude that primers are the cause of these artifacts ([Supplementary Fig. 1A, B and C](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

Sequencing of artifact fragments were informative for generating hypotheses
---------------------------------------------------------------------------

In order to better understand why such laddering is generated, we isolated several such distinct fragments from agarose gels after electrophoretic size separation and cloned them into pTOPO® vectors ([Fig. 2](#f2){ref-type="fig"}).

To our surprise, sequencing of these fragments in the TOPO vector was problem-free and the results were informative. Sequencing of two independent clones of the shortest fragment (350 bp, clones 1 and 2) resulted in two highly similar sequences which varied only by a few base pairs (see [supplementary sequence](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} files). Alignment of these sequences to the amplified TALE repeat sequence in the pTAL2 vector indicated that these fragments contain the N- and C-terminal domain of the TALE factor with only one DNA-binding repeat. Interestingly, this repeat was a hybrid containing the first repeat RVD (HD1) and the last RVD (LR-HD) ([Fig. 2B](#f2){ref-type="fig"}). Furthermore, the sequence of the second hybrid repeat was somewhat different but was also a hybrid of the first repeat and the last RVD. Therefore, the shortest fragment (350 bp) that we commonly see in our agarose gels after running the samples of TALE PCRs are the result of N+C-terminal end (250 bp long) separated by one TALE DNA-binding repeat of \~100 bp. These results indicate that during polymerase chain reaction, DNA polymerase skipped the 11 other RVDs in the fragment located between the N- and C- terminal ends. Since these repeats are organized as direct repeats and not inverted ones, it is hard to imagine how the middle repeats are excluded from PCR amplification. Similarly, we did not find any complementary sequences flanking of any of these repeats which might lead to hairpin structures and deletions of hairpins by DNA polymerase template slipping[@b13][@b14].

Further analysis of four independent clones (3, 4, 5 and 6) containing a 450 bp PCR fragment demonstrated that these clones contained only two TALE DNA-binding repeats between the N-and C-terminal ends. Similar to the 350 bp fragment, these repeats also contained hybrid repeats. In clone 3, a hybrid of HD1 and NI2 and the normal LR-HD RVDs were present between the N- and C-terminal ends ([Fig. 2](#f2){ref-type="fig"}). Clone 4 had a similar organization but the hybrid RVD containing HD1 and NI2 was different. This hybrid contained mostly the sequence from the HD1 and less of the NI2 ([Fig. 2](#f2){ref-type="fig"}). In clone 6, the proportions of the HD1 and NI2 were opposite and the hybrid RVD contained mostly the sequence of the NI2 but less of the HD1 sequence. Clone 5 contained yet another combination of TALE repeats with hybrid RVDs. In this clone, beside the normal LR-HD, a hybrid of repeat of HD1 and HD2 RVDs were present. In all four clones, therefore, only two TALE repeats were present and the rest of 10 repeats were skipped. The sequence of clone 8 containing a 650 bp PCR fragment showed that this clone contained between the normal repeats HD1, HD2 and LR-HD RVDs a hybrid repeat containing parts of the NI3 and NI2. Therefore in this fragment, there were only three TALE repeats and the remaining nine repeats were skipped. These results again demonstrated that the polymerase only amplified two to three extreme TALE repeat domains or their hybrids and skipped 9--10 TALE repeats between them. Generation of hybrid TALE DNA-binding repeats with different RVDs strongly suggests that sequence homology is part of the mechanism of these artifacts. However it is not clear how the polymerase jumps between these repeats.

Analysis of clone 9 containing a 856 bp PCR fragment indicated that deletions can be rather complex and not limited to the TALE repeats in the middle section ([Fig. 2](#f2){ref-type="fig"}). This clone contained the TALE repeats with NI10 and HD1 RVDs but lacked the flanking middle repeats. Again, generation of hybrid repeats were apparent. Similarly, sequencing the 1245 bp DNA fragment in clone 10 showed that it was missing NI3 and NG4 containing repeats and had a hybrid repeat containing HD2 and NN5. Such rearrangements generated by PCR artifacts raise doubts of whether the correct size PCR fragments are reliable as they can contain any mixture of repeats in the range of expected fragment size. Furthermore, the isolation of a desired fragment from an agarose gel containing such a laddering effect is very difficult and requires extreme precision.

The proposed model
------------------

These results and the sequence data obtained from the PCR fragments allowed us to draw models explaining how these artifacts are likely generated ([Fig. 3](#f3){ref-type="fig"} and [4](#f4){ref-type="fig"}). We speculate that the polymerase does not jump between these repeats but instead the polymerization function of the DNA polymerases is hindered due to complex annealing of DNA fragments containing such repetitive DNAs during repeated denaturing and re-annealing cycles. It is proposed that polymerases can dissociate from template when they encounter hairpins ahead of their polymerization direction[@b14]. In the system we study, the direct TALE DNA-binding repeats cannot form hairpins and there are no detectable hairpin-causing sequences flanking the repeats, however, out of register annealing of template and later artifact products could generate such paired DNA strands which later might cease polymerization reactions and lead to disengagement of DNA polymerase from template. We believe that fragments resulting from incomplete amplification that arise from such polymerase disengagements are acting as mega primers and anneal out of register but sequence specifically to various positions in the repetitive regions in subsequent cycles ([Fig. 3](#f3){ref-type="fig"} and [4](#f4){ref-type="fig"}). Such annealed fragments are later filled in by the DNA polymerase, generating various artifact products and new templates for amplification. Since amplification of shorter fragments is more effective during the polymerization reactions, distinct sizes of shorter fragments accumulate along with the correct size of the fragment.

Incomplete single stranded fragments can also be generated due to other reasons such as polymerase exhaustion and insufficient time to complete the extension of a fragment due to repeated heating cycles. In other words, at any given time, a polymerase could be in the middle of its extension of a certain fragment and an increase of temperature to 95°C would disengage it from the template and from the incompletely extended fragment. Depending on the end of the sequence and the location of binding sites along the template, these fragments could re-anneal to the template out of register in the following cycles and generate these artifacts.

Why are fragments that larger than the expected full length PCR fragments also generated?
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

By extending the model in [Fig. 3](#f3){ref-type="fig"} to various constellations of amplification, denaturation and out of register annealing of the complete and incomplete amplification products as well as the template DNA strands, we can clearly predict how such larger fragments are generated and why they are so abundant ([Fig. 4](#f4){ref-type="fig"}).

Multiple incomplete strand displacements due to polymerase disengagements are also likely to happen even when using DNA templates with non-repetitive sequences. However, in these cases, since the displaced and incomplete fragments can only bind in register to one location along the template, they cannot generate artifacts.

Searching for polymerases that perform better on repetitive DNA templates
-------------------------------------------------------------------------

The artifacts observed containing repetitive DNAs uncovered many unnoticed polymerization intermediates, defects and byproducts. The repetitive DNA sequences hence offer good test material for characterizing and selecting DNA polymerases with unrecognized and superior abilities. Therefore we either extended our analyses of DNA polymerases beyond the ones we have already tested ([Fig. 1](#f1){ref-type="fig"}) or followed recommended conditions and used special buffers to improve their accuracy in the amplification of such repetitive DNA sequences.

We have selected some of the most robust DNA polymerases available in the market including *Q5* (NE Biolabs), *Phusion* (NE Biolabs), *Phusion* *HotStartFlex* (NE Biolabs), *PrimeSTAR* *HS* (TAKARA), *PrimeSTAR* *GXL* (TAKARA), *PrimeSTAR* *Max* (TAKARA), *AccuPrime Pfx* (Life Technologies). These DNA polymerases are advertised as being able to amplify difficult templates. We tested them under the supplier\'s recommended conditions in the amplification of TALE DNA-binding repeats from the pTAL2 vector. None of these polymerases eliminated the artifacts but *PrimeSTAR* and *AccuPrime Pfx* performed better since the concentration of correct-sized fragment was higher compared to the other polymerases ([Fig. 5](#f5){ref-type="fig"}). These results are reliable as we repeatedly saw these polymerases performing somewhat better (data not shown). Cloning of the gel isolated 1551 bp fragment and subsequent sequencing showed that there was no error in the amplification.

Testing DNA polymerases with strand displacement activity
---------------------------------------------------------

Although these results were encouraging and we could go on with our planned project, we were still interested in understanding why these polymerases were unable to amplify such a difficult template and whether we could eliminate the laddering effect. From our model, we predicted that DNA polymerases with strand displacement abilities should not generate partial amplification products that might act as mega primers in following cycles since they should be able to displace any paired DNA strands ahead of the polymerization direction. The specifications of the DNA polymerases indicate that the *Phusion*, *Q5*, and *Taq* polymerases from NE Biolabs do not have this ability (<https://www.neb.com/tools-and-resources/selection-charts/dna-polymerase-selection-chart>) but this feature of the *PrimeSTAR* family TAKARA enzymes and the *AccuPrime* *Pfx* (Life Technologies) are not known. To further investigate the role of strand displacement ability of polymerases in eliminating these artifacts, we searched for only those DNA polymerases with such ability.

*Deep-VentR* DNA polymerase (NE Biolabs) was advertised as the polymerase with one of the highest strand displacement activity and is suitable for thermal cycling. This DNA polymerase was also able to amplify the expected fragment from such difficult templates containing TALE repeats despite a much lower yield (data not shown). However, the results were not very reproducible because sometimes the artifacts were mostly eliminated but other times they were similar to the results obtained with other tested polymerases. To understand why, several parameters were tested. We found that the amount of enzyme in the reaction is highly sensitive because two to three-fold changes in the amount of enzyme used resulted in completely different results ranging from no amplification, some but specific amplification to production of commonly observed artifacts with fragments smaller and larger than the expected fragment size ([Fig. 6](#f6){ref-type="fig"}).

Could single strand DNA-binding proteins improve PCR amplification results?
---------------------------------------------------------------------------

The use of single strand DNA-binding proteins (SSBPs) was shown to improve PCRs with difficult templates[@b14][@b15]. We reasoned that such proteins could reduce reannealing of DNA templates to each other by binding the template DNA and mega primers, thereby preventing out of register annealing of template and artifact strands. Primers are expected to be only marginally affected by SSBPs because they are less likely to be bound by SSBPs due to their short size and their excess amounts. Therefore we tested ET SSB (NE Biolabs, Cat.\#: M2401S), a heat resistant single strand DNA-binding protein isolated from thermophilic bacteria along with *Deep-VentR* polymerase. We also used other proteins as controls including RNAseA, a heat stable RNA-binding protein and BSA which is not heat stable at temperatures above 60°C. All of these proteins are known to have a general positive charge, therefore they could interact with negatively charged single strand DNA backbones. Additionally, we tested whether the addition of random hexamers could prevent out of register annealing of incomplete PCR products to the template DNA strands.

Addition of ET SSB and to a minor degree RNAseA reduced some of the artifacts but BSA and random hexamers did not improve PCR amplification ([Fig. 7](#f7){ref-type="fig"}). In the case of ET SSB, the reduction of artifact bands lead to the amplification of a higher amount of the correctly sized fragment. We then tested ET SSB along with two other polymerases that do not have strand displacement activity. As shown in [Figure 8](#f8){ref-type="fig"}, ET SSB had only a minor effect on PCR amplification but did not reduce the artifact bands.

The distance of primer annealing sites to the repetitive DNA has a role in artifact production
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Using the models in [Fig. 3](#f3){ref-type="fig"} and [4](#f4){ref-type="fig"}, we speculated that increasing the length of the non-repetitive region in relation to the repetitive region in the amplified DNA should reduce the production of artifact products. This is because longer, non-repetitive DNA sequences would facilitate mostly in register re-annealing of template or unfinished polymerization products, which should eliminate most of the miss-annealed DNA ahead of polymerization. Therefore, we tested primers that anneal to 1544 bp upstream and 1152 bp downstream of the 1312 bp-long repetitive DNA-containing 12.5 TAL DNA-binding domains and compared these with the earlier combinations of primers that are annealing much closer (211 and 24 bp) to the repetitive DNA region ([Fig. 9](#f9){ref-type="fig"}). Indeed primers binding further upstream and downstream from the repetitive DNA region amplified much more of the expected product and had fewer artifacts compared to primers annealing to flanking regions much closer to the repetitive DNA ([Fig. 9](#f9){ref-type="fig"}).

Testing the generality of the model and simplifying the test system
-------------------------------------------------------------------

In order to determine whether our model of how PCR artifacts with repetitive DNAs are generated is applicable to sequences other than the TAL DNA-binding repeats of 100 bp, we generated constructs carrying one or two copies of the complete GFP (717 bp) coding sequence in another vector backbone (pBasicS1, T. Berson and B. Ülker, unpublished) ([Fig. 10A](#f10){ref-type="fig"} and [supplementary Fig. 4](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). *GFP* clones containing two copies of *GFP* were arranged either as sense-sense (*GFPs + GFPs*) or as sense-antisense (*GFPs + GFPa*) orientations and were separated by a filler DNA-containing *NOS* terminator and *lac* promoter ([Fig. 10A](#f10){ref-type="fig"}). We used primers 572 and 390, annealing 129 bp and 139 bp away from the repeated GFP-coding sequences, respectively. In the case of the single GFP-coding sequence, these primers should allow amplification of a 1658 bp fragment and in the case of two copies of the GFP-coding sequences, a fragment size of 2381 bp is expected ([Fig. 10A](#f10){ref-type="fig"}). However, if incomplete polymerization products are generated and can reanneal the template DNA out of register, it is expected that constructs carrying two *GFP* sequences arranged as direct and inverted repeats should produce amplification artifacts. Indeed the double *GFP*-containing vectors but not the single copy *GFP*-containing vector produced artifact products shorter than the expected size using the primers 572 and 390 with an extension time of 2 minutes and 40 seconds ([Fig. 10B](#f10){ref-type="fig"}). We describe how these *GFP* PCR artifacts are likely generated with a model ([Fig. 11](#f11){ref-type="fig"}).

Consistent with our models ([Fig. 3](#f3){ref-type="fig"}, [4](#f4){ref-type="fig"} and [11](#f11){ref-type="fig"}), PCR amplification of *GFP* copies arranged as direct repeats generated the expected 985 bp artifact fragment containing only one *GFP* flanked by binding sites for primers 572 and 390 ([Fig. 11](#f11){ref-type="fig"}). Sequence analysis of this fragment also confirmed this predicted organization and sequence (See the [supplementary sequence](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} material). These data indicate that fragments between duplicated sequences as well as one of the duplicated sequences can be deleted during PCR amplification using common DNA polymerases.

In the arrangement of direct repeats of *GFP*, partial polymerization fragments starting from the primer 572 and ending before the first copy of the *GFP*, ending in the linker region or ending after the second *GFP* copy are all expected to reanneal to the template in register upon repeated cycles of denaturing and reannealing. Therefore these fragments should not generate any artifacts ([Fig. 11](#f11){ref-type="fig"}). However, those incomplete fragments containing parts of the first copy or the second copy of the *GFP* can reanneal out of register to the second or the first copy of the *GFP* ([Fig. 11](#f11){ref-type="fig"}). In the end, these should generate characteristic 985 bp and 3776 bp artifact fragments together with the primer 390. A similar situation is also expected from partial polymerization products starting from the direction of the 390 primer in that, besides the correct expected size fragment of 2381 bp, the artifact products of 985 bp and 3776 bp are expected to be generated.

The 985 bp artifact fragment could also be generated upon the annealing of two partial polymerization fragments, one of which containing some parts of the first copy of the *GFP* and the other one containing overlapping parts of the second copy of the *GFP* to each other instead of annealing to the template strand followed by filling in by polymerase.

Testing better-performing DNA polymerases on templates other than TALE DNA-binding repeats
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Polymerases that were found to amplify the TALE repeats to some limited satisfaction failed to perform well on templates containing the *GFP* sequence either in direct or as indirect repeats ([Fig. 12](#f12){ref-type="fig"}). However, as observed with TALE repeats, increased distance of the primer annealing site to the repetitive *GFP* sequence significantly improved the correct PCR product and reduced the artifacts ([Fig. 13](#f13){ref-type="fig"}, primer combinations 239 + 284).

Discussion
==========

Repeated DNA sequences are known to be significant components of genomes and they are highly dynamic[@b16]. Although most repeats are located in intergenic regions, some are also located in coding sequences or pseudogenes. The presence of a high amount of repetitive DNA in genomes, which can be as high as 80%, adds an enormous difficulty to assembling sequences in genome sequencing projects[@b17][@b18]. In many genome sequences available in databases, there are still many regions with no reliable sequence data due to the ambiguity of repetitive DNA. PCR-based amplification and sequencing techniques are used in aiding the assembly of the regions of genomes with no or low sequence information[@b19].

Repetitive DNA plays various roles in genomes ranging from genome organization, centromere assembly, telomere formation and related aging process, epigenetic modulation of associated loci, rapid genetic variation in times of stress and adaptive immune system in vertebrates and possibly speciation[@b20][@b21]. Repetitive DNAs were also involved in human diseases. For example, expansion of intragenic triplet repeats in humans is associated with various diseases, including Huntington chorea, myotonic dystrophy, synpolydactyly and fragile X syndrome[@b22][@b23][@b24][@b25][@b26][@b27]. Therefore repetitive sequences are of evolutionary, biological, biotechnological and medical significance and cannot be ignored[@b17].

Working with repetitive DNA has many challenges from cloning to maintaining in bacteria as they are frequently recombined or deleted. Amplifying fragments containing repetitive sequences arranged as tandem or inverted repeats or their combinations is difficult using PCR[@b28]. Besides, PCR amplification of highly similar sequences could generate PCR-mediated artifacts such as recombination or chimera formation[@b29][@b30]. Molecular mechanisms leading to generation of such artifacts are mostly unknown or ill-defined. Repetitive nature of TALE DNA-binding domains as well as the generation of artifacts from such repeats offers a suitable platform to gain insights into the mechanisms of how these PCR artifacts are generated. Similarly, the results obtained from these sequences could be informative on the natural events *in-vivo* leading to copy number variation of repetitive DNAs[@b31]. Therefore we systematically investigated several aspects of how artifacts are formed and how they can be eliminated.

Despite exhausting several possibilities, we could not find an ideal solution that allows error free amplification of repetitive DNA regions. Nevertheless, we describe many minor improvements when amplifying repetitive DNAs including the choice of suitable polymerases. Although direct repeats are somewhat amplifiable, inverted repeats appeared to be far more challenging. We show that there is a major need for better DNA polymerases with strand displacement activity. Perhaps the use of enzyme mixtures besides DNA polymerase that are involved in DNA replication *in-vivo* in thermophilic organisms could be tested. For example, we observed minor improvement with SSBPs which are also known to play a role in DNA replication *in-vivo* and improve PCRs[@b15]. Use of other DNA polymerase-associated proteins could possibly help to solve the bottleneck. Better performance of *AccuPrime* *Pfx* DNA polymerase compared to other DNA polymerases on repetitive DNA templates is also likely due to its mixture of other proprietary thermostable accessory proteins in this polymerase mix (<http://tools.lifetechnologies.com/content/sfs/manuals/accuprimepfx_man.pdf>)[@b15]. Similarly, reaction conditions where out of register annealing is prevented could be developed to improve correct PCR amplification. Furthermore, our results obtained from primers that bind far away from the repetitive DNA suggest that artifact products could be reduced by forcing the incomplete PCR fragments to anneal in register. PCR amplification by primers annealing to locations far away from the repeats was also reported to alleviate the PCR amplification problems from constructs containing TALE DNA-binding repeats[@b32]. However, the authors did not offer any explanation to why this leads to better amplification. We explain the improvement by the following. As the artifact product length increases, the time needed for annealing at 60°C also increases. Therefore it is expected that shorter fragments generated from primers binding closer to the repetitive region anneal more frequently and flexibly to different repeats. Since annealing starts not necessarily from the 3′ end but could happen throughout the entire length of the strand, increasing the length of non-repetitive region in PCR fragments would force correct and in-register annealing to the non-repetitive regions. This would result in reduced artifacts. Nevertheless, such a strategy was not an option for our cloning due to strict requirements for proper fusion construct.

Commercial companies specialized in synthesis of DNA sequences from scratch are also facing difficulties in synthesizing repetitive DNA regions and hence both the price and time to get the desired sequences are increasing. Codon alteration is an alternative route that can be taken to reduce difficulties in synthesis and amplification of repetitive DNAs. Although it is not experimented here, the use of the highly processive and by far the highest strand displacing enzyme Phi29 DNA polymerase might perform much better on such difficult templates[@b33]. Phi29 DNA polymerase is isolated from *Bacillus subtilis* phage Phi29, therefore is not suitable for thermal cycling but is a great tool in isothermal reactions. It replicates very long stretches of duplex DNA in the absence of any helicase because it possesses a strong strand displacement activity[@b34]. Its activity can also be modified by engineering its DNA-binding domain[@b35].

Although, we favor the hypothesis that truncated amplification products act as mega-primers and their misalignments on the template lead to artifacts, we cannot exclude other acting mechanisms such as template switching ([Figure 14](#f14){ref-type="fig"} and [Supplementary Figure 6](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). One compelling piece of evidence indicating that template switching can generate recombinants was obtained from a single round of primer extension reaction in the absence of subsequent heat denaturation using *Thermus aquaticus* DNA polymerase I[@b36]. It is also possible that both mechanisms contribute to the observed phenomenon. Perhaps this was the reason why Deep-VentR DNA polymerase, which has high strand displacement ability, instead of reducing the production of partial amplification products acting as mega-primers, made only some minor improvements.

In conclusion, through the sequencing of PCR artifact products from two different repetitive DNA templates (12 × 100 bp as direct repeats and 2 × 717 bp as direct or inverted repeats) and the systematic analyses of selected DNA polymerases available in the market along with various other conditions, we were able to model the mechanisms leading to these artifacts. Despite better understanding these mechanisms, we could only make minor improvements, hence it was a great awareness for us how troublesome the repetitive sequences are. Thus, the data described in this paper should alert researchers utilizing PCR/RT-PCR techniques in diagnostics, forensics, fingerprinting, trans-splicing, homologous recombination, cloning, metagenome sequence analyses based on 16S rDNA, and genome sequence analyses making use of PCR that the presence of repetitive DNAs across the amplified regions in the templates can lead to artifacts and false conclusions. Similarly, samples containing mixtures of DNA from related organisms or multi-allelic templates can generate chimeric sequences. This is beautifully exemplified by the finding that artificial 16S rDNA sequences are being accumulated in public databases, suggesting the presence of non-existent organisms[@b37][@b38][@b39]. Our results might also stimulate development of better polymerases, kits and solutions to reduce or eliminate PCR amplification artifacts using templates with repetitive DNA.

Methods
=======

Methods of generating TALE repeats, sequences obtained from gel isolated PCR artifact fragments and PCR conditions used for each figure in the main manuscript and [supplementary figures](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} are given in full detail in the [supplementary information](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. Likewise, [supplementary information](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} contains a table showing the names and sequences of primers used.
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![PCR fragments generated upon a typical PCR amplification from the pTAL2 vector with 12.5 TALE DNA-binding repeats.\
Plasmid map is shown in [Supplementary Fig. 3](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. Proofreading *Pfu* polymerase (Bioline) and normal *Taq* polymerase (NE Biolabs) were used in PCR amplification. PCR conditions are described in the [supplementary material](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.](srep05052-f1){#f1}

![Cloning and sequencing of PCR artifacts.\
(A) The TALE repeats were amplified from the pTAL2 vector using primers 534 and 535. The indicated size of PCR amplification fragments were gel-isolated and cloned into pTOPO® vectors from Life Technologies. These clones were sequenced using M13 reverse and forward primers. (B) The alignments of sequencing results to the expected TALE repeat organization are shown graphically. E: expected residue organization and truncated versions. The sizes of the sequence fragments are indicated on the graphical display. Corresponsing sequences are given in the [supplementary material](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.](srep05052-f2){#f2}

![Proposed model explaining how the PCR artifacts are generated.\
Polymerization function is hindered by out of register template strand or PCR product alignments ahead of the polymerase. These partially amplified fragments act as mega primers in the following cycles and could bind to the template or other impartially generated fragments in or out of register, leading to the observed laddering effect.](srep05052-f3){#f3}

![Extension of proposed model explaining how the PCR fragments of discrete sizes, smaller and larger than the expected fragments, are generated.](srep05052-f4){#f4}

![Testing of various polymerases under supplier\'s recommended conditions in the amplification of TALE DNA-binding repeats from the pTAL2 vector.\
The arrows indicate the expected 1551 bp size of the amplification product. PCR conditions are given in the [supplementary material](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.](srep05052-f5){#f5}

![Testing a DNA polymerase with high strand displacement activity in the amplification of the 12 TALE DNA-binding repeats in pTAL2 vector.\
Various parameters influencing the activity and the outcome of the PCR amplification of the *Deep-VentR* DNA polymerase are shown. The arrows indicate the expected size of the amplification products. PCR conditions are given in the [supplementary material](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.](srep05052-f6){#f6}

![ET SSB slightly improves the performance of *Deep-VentR* DNA polymerase in amplifying TALE DNA-binding repeats.\
The arrow indicates the expected size of amplification products. ET SSB, a heat resistant single strand DNA-binding protein isolated from thermophilic bacteria (NE Biolabs). PCR conditions are given in the [supplementary material](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.](srep05052-f7){#f7}

![Single strand binding protein, ET SSB, only has a minor effect on the reduction of artifacts.\
*Taq* (NE Biolabs) and *AccuPrime* *Pfx* (Life Technologies) DNA polymerases were used in amplification of TALE DNA repeats. The arrows indicate the expected size of the amplification products. PCR conditions are given in the [supplementary material](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.](srep05052-f8){#f8}

![Primers that anneal far away from the repetitive DNA perform much better in amplifying the desired product.\
*Taq* DNA polymerase (NE Biolabs) was used in the PCR amplification of the indicated region of the pdTALE12 plasmid. PCR conditions are given in the [supplementary material](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.](srep05052-f9){#f9}

![Testing the generality of the model to other template DNAs with repetitive sequences.\
(A). GFP-coding sequences were cloned into the pBasicS1 vector and their integrity were checked by sequencing and restriction enzyme digestions. (B). PCR results obtained with primers 390 and 570. *Taq* DNA polymerase (NE Biolabs) was used in PCR amplification. The arrow indicates the sequenced artifact product which contained only one copy of the *GFP* lacking the filler sequence. See the [supplementary material](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} for PCR conditions.](srep05052-f10){#f10}

![The model explaining how *GFP* sequences arranged as direct repeats separated by a linker DNA generate artifact single copy *GFP*.\
See [supplementary Fig. 5](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} for the model describing the generation of artifacts in inverted repeats.](srep05052-f11){#f11}

![Testing the generality of the model to other template DNAs with repetitive sequences and better-performing polymerases.\
See the [supplementary material](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} for PCR conditions.](srep05052-f12){#f12}

![Increasing the distance of the primer annealing site to the repetitive *GFP* reduces artifacts.\
Notice that even for the primer combinations 572 + 390, the amount of artifact products were reduced and the amount of the correctly sized fragment was increased when the extension time increased from 2 minutes to 5 minutes (compared to [Fig. 10](#f10){ref-type="fig"}). See [supplementary Fig. 4](#s1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} for the plasmid maps used in PCR amplification.](srep05052-f13){#f13}

![Template switching by DNA polymerase might also be involved in the generation of PCR artifacts.](srep05052-f14){#f14}
